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Image: Andy Hay

Long-term monitoring of one of the country’s most charismatic little birds has revealed that the River Tay

is possibly their largest stronghold in the UK.

Bearded tits are found only in reedbeds and the historic loss of habitat across Britain has resulted in the

population being fragmented and dissipated across isolated areas.

But records from ringing work – where ornithologists fit minute identification bands on the birds’ legs to

gather monitoring data on their movements and lifespan – has shown that 2014 was a record-breaking

year.

In 2014 723 of these charismatic birds were ringed at the Tay reedbeds – more than double the

number in 2013.

Data from the BTO also showed that the Tay reedbeds were home to 45 per cent of the bearded tits

ringed in Britain last year, highlighting the importance of this site to the country’s population.

The ringing work was undertaken by the Tay Ringing Group along with Iain Malzer, whose PhD research

is revealing more about the movements of these birds. One on day alone 76 bearded tits were ringed,

and of the 55 ringing days seven of those included catches of over 60 birds.

Surprisingly, the birds only colonised the reedbeds along the Tay, the largest continuous area of reedbed

in Britain, in the early 1990s.

http://www.rspb-images.com/Respages/Preview.aspx?Trans_No=1031460


RSPB Scotland manages more than half of the reed bed area, working with local landowners to protect

and conserve this important habitat which is also home to species such as sedge warblers, water rails,

marsh harriers, and reed buntings. Reedbeds are very fast growing and the cutting and management of

them is crucial to creating the best possible habitat for bearded tits and other wildlife.

Heather McCallum, RSPB Scotland reserves ecologist: “The Tay reedbeds are a stronghold for bearded

tits in Britain and the work done by the Tay Ringing Group and Iain during the course of his PhD means

that we’re able to keep track of how the birds are faring here. This data not only underlines the

importance of the Tay reedbeds to the population but also demonstrates how the careful management

of this environment has enabled these birds to thrive here.

“Bearded tits are an amber list species and although 2014 was a good year for them at the Tay they are

vulnerable to severe winters. Numbers can fluctuate year on year so it’s vital that we continue to manage

the reedbeds to maximise the quality of their habitat”

Iain Malzer said: ““The bearded tits on the Tay are reacting positively to RSPB Scotland’s reed

management and over the course of the study we’ve learned lots about how these birds interact with

their specialist habitat. 

“We placed radio-trackers on close to 40 bearded tits over two breeding seasons, allowing us real

insight into the habitat selection of these normally elusive birds.  We noticed that, while old, dry, patches

of reed are critical for nesting, almost all foraging trips occurred in more open, previously managed reed

where invertebrates were easier to catch. The key looks to be in creating patches of reed at different

ages, offering a variety of resources for the bearded tits to exploit.

“The staggering numbers recorded on the Tay in 2014, which were almost certainly due to a

combination of management and favourable breeding conditions, led to the dispersal of many

individuals throughout Scotland. Thus, appropriate management at this site could even help encourage

these birds to spread and occupy new reedbeds.”  

Steve Moyes from the Tay Ringing Group: “It is encouraging that at long last the bearded tits have

expanded from the Tay and moved out to other parts of Scotland. I am confident that in the future we

will see bearded tits successfully breeding in a number of Scottish reedbeds.”

Bird guide
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Water Vole FactsWater voles are rodents like mice, rats, 

gerbils and hamsters. This means that they have 

long front teeth which never stop growing yet are 

always being worn away by nibbling. 

They are about the size of a large hamster (12-20cm long). 

Their fur is glossy brown or black (particularly in Scotland)  

and some water voles have small white patches of fur too.  

Unlike rats they have hairy tails.
Water voles live for about 2 years. 

Females can have up to 5 litters a year between April and  

September with up to 6 babies in each litter. In Scotland,  

however, they usually have fewer babies.

(Can you work out how many baby water voles 

 one water vole could have in a year?)

This might sound like a lot but water voles also have a 

lot of predators such as owls, rats, stoats, herons, 

eagles, mink, cats and even large fish.

Can you catch a water vole game
Water voles eyesight is not very good but it does have very 
good hearing. How good is your hearing – would you make 
a good water vole?

Game

– The one chosen 
to be the 
“water vole” 
sits blindfolded 
on the ground, 
other children are 
“predators” and sit 
scattered around.  

– The leader picks 
a child to try 
and reach the “water vole” without being heard.  If the 
“water vole” thinks he hears someone he points in that 
direction and shouts “predator!”. If correct – that child is 
“out”.

– If the “predator” manages to touch the  “water vole” on 
the knee before being pointed at then the “water vole” 
is caught!

Water 
Voles

Water voles are the largest voles in Britain, and 
are often mistaken for rats. Sometimes they are 
called water rats and ‘Ratty’, in the story ‘Wind in 
the Willows’, by Kenneth Grahame, was actually a 
water vole, not a rat.

Biodiversity Links
The water vole is part of Scotland’s biodiversity, (which means 
the variety of life, and includes plants and animals, and the 
places in which they live). To help children understand how 
everything links and review their understanding of biodiversity, 
photocopy the cards on the reverse of the water vole poster. 
Cut them out and group into the following categories:

1. Mammals (warm blooded, give birth to live young and 
feed them on milk)

2. Birds (warm blooded, have feathers, lay eggs, most 
can fly)

3. Reptiles (cold blooded, lay eggs on land, often have 
scaly skin)

4. Amphibians (cold blooded, lay eggs in water, but the 
adults can live on the land, soft skin)

5. Fish (cold blooded, have scales, breathe in water 
using gills)

6. Invertebrates (small creatures without a backbone)

7. Plants (have green leaves and use energy from sunlight to 
make food)

Can you add another one of your choice to each category?

For further  
information  
and images
http://news.bbc.co.uk/
cbbcnews/hi/newsid_6080000/
newsid_6082800/6082848.stm

www.waterscape.com/features/
wildlife/water_vole.html

www.abdn.ac.uk/mammal

www.arkive.org/species/ARK/
mammals/Arvicola_terrestis

www.snh.org.uk/
speciesactionframework
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In and out the waterWater voles live close to water and spend a lot of time swimming and eating plants on the bankside. They dive into the water with a ‘plop’ when they are frightened.
Water voles have: Very thick, special hair which traps air when they dive  

under the water. The trapped air keeps the cold water  
away from their body and so keeps them warm. Small ears and inside the ears is a special flap of skin  

which closes when the water vole dives under  the water.
Surprisingly, however, water voles are rather basic swimmers. Otters live in water and have webbed toes - check the photo to see if water  voles do too?

A vegetarian ‘rat’

The character ‘Ratty’ in the story 

‘Wind in the Willows’, ate chicken 

sandwiches and went fishing, however  

water voles do not really eat fish  

(or chickens).  

They eat stems, leaves, roots, bulbs, flowers and 

bark of lots of different waterside plants including 

grass. Water voles store food inside their burrows 

and are very fond of apples. 

A water vole can find wind-fall apples in 

gardens or crab apples growing wild and 

float them across a river to its burrow!

Biodiversit
y

What can we do to help?

Looking after Scotland’s wildlife and 

countrys
ide is important if w

e want to
  

keep water vo
les and the places  

where they liv
e. 

–  Enjoy w
atching Scotland’s wildlife  

and remember to
 be as quite as you  

can – so that yo
u do not disturb the animals

–  Ta
ke your ru

bbish home – and recycle it

–  Jo
in or start a group that looks after 

your local area for wildlife

Glossary
Adapted – to change something to fit 
new circumstances

Burrow – a hole in the ground dug by 
an animal for shelter

Habitat – the natural home of an 
animal or plant

Predator – an animal that kills and 
eats other animals

Prey – an animal hunted as food for 
another animal 

Rodent – belonging to the group of 
animals which includes rats, mice and 
squirrels

Vegetarian – a person or animal that 
doesn’t eat meat



Going Down!
Water voles used to be very common in lots of places 
in Scotland. They are now quite rare and numbers are 
still going down.

Why? 

Any one or more of the following could have been 
the reason why water voles disappeared from YOUR 
neighbourhood.

1. Mink are really good at hunting water voles and 
female mink are small enough to get into water vole 
burrows

2. Water pollution

3. River bank plants were lost when banks were 
planted with commercial conifer trees

4. River bank plants are too short as they are grazed 
and trampled by farm animals

5. Earthy riverbanks were built over with stones and 
concrete.

How would you protect water vole habitats if you 
were a farmer or a forester?

Mink
American mink are a big problem for water voles. 

Mink were brought to Britain and reared on fur farms particularly to make fur 
collars on coats. 

Many mink escaped and they found the British countryside very much to 
their liking. 

There were many, many water voles at that time, and they lived along rivers 
where mink like to live too. Unfortunately, water voles are the perfect size for 
mink to hunt and eat!

Describing a water vole
Read the description of the water vole on the first page and fill in the labels with a describing word or words for each one 
(for example ‘small’ ears)

Add in information about adaptations to life in the water if you can!

Can you draw and complete a food chain which includes a water vole?

Read the information in the factsheet to help you.

? ?

Words to help you: fur; whiskers; teeth; tail; ears; fingers/feet

The Watervole and me
Water vole, water vole come out to play 
Here with me on the River Tay 
Here I am on my little canoe 
Won’t you come out to play too?

Ssh! What was that I heard? 
Ssh! Don’t say a word! 
A splash and a ripple just up ahead 
A nose and a whisker, is that his head?

My, my Mr. Water vole how small you are! 
Swimming along on the river so far 
Oh no, you’ve heard me and I see you sink 
Goodness me, there goes a mink!

Poor little water vole frightened so much 
What a pity I couldn’t just touch 
As he looked so smooth with his lovely fur coat 
I’d love him to come for a ride on my boat

Water voles burrow

Water voles at home
Water voles are found along river banks and 
mountain burns and in marshes. They like steep 
sided earthy banks beside slow moving water, where 
they make lots of tunnels. These tunnels come out 
above and below the waterline. Their long strong 
front teeth can be used to take bites out of the earth 
as they dig out these burrows. They use their legs 
and feet to then push the earth out of the burrow. 
They also need to have lots of tall, thick, leafy and 
juicy plants growing along the edge of the water and 
in the water. The plants supply the water voles with 
food to eat and places to hide from predators.  

Poem, Stories, 

Artwork and Drama

Read the poem opposite and  

the factsheet – make a list of words  

that could describe a water vole and where it lives

Use these words to write a simple story 

or poem about a water vole

Find out about the story ‘Wind in the willows’

Discuss the information in the factsheet,  

make a list of the things which are  

important to water voles 

Design a frieze showing a section  

view of a river, the riverbank and landscape

There is an activity for drama on the  

reverse of the Water vole poster
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